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1. Introduction

Substantial modeling and analysis has been conducted which convincingly presents

the advantages of optical interconnections over electronic interconnections in electronics

processors for chip-to-chip and board-to-board communications [1,2,3,41. Extensive
research continues in both guided-wave and free-space implementations of optical

interconnection architectures [5-121. Optical-interconnect architectures are based on static
and dynamically reconfigurable interconnection element schemes. The static
interconnection schemes utilize predominately fixed-index-profile diffractive elements or

holographic-gelatin diffractive elements. The dynamical ly-reconfigurable interconnection

schemes are based primarily on spatial light modulators or photorefractive elements.

In all of these interconnection architectures the optical interc(ennection pathway is
established and determined by the orientations of the optical "source" and "detector," with
the interconnection element simply acting to guide the optical communication through fixed
waveguide or free-space pathways. In the dynamic interconnection schemes, a pathway

may or may not be utilized in a particular processing step; but all the virtual optical

interconnection pathways are determined by the source-detector pairs in the particular

architecture. The source-detector pair determination of optical pathways common to these
interconnection architectures implies the proportional growth of the number of sources

with optical interconnection density. In the architectures referenced, the number of
detectors would also grow proportionally with the interconnection density.

Critical problems in implementing a high-density optical-interconnect architecture
include fabrication alignment tolerances, post-fabrication alignment, source and/or detector

failures. A new interconnection s!rategy is required in order to relax the toler,;nce
constraints imposed on high-density optical -interconnect architectures. Optical pathways

within an interconnect architecture should be established and reconfigured at
interconnection elements linking the sources and detectors rather than by the orILntation of
source-detector pairs within the architecture. An architectural strategy base(, kill this would

require such elements to be locally-controllahle with discrete or co.it'nuous scanning

functionality.

We propose PLZT (lead lanthanum zirconate titanatc)/l1 0 (indium tin oxide)

electro-optic phase-only micro-optic structures as a candidatc .,, hno!ogy to implement



reconfigurable index profile (RIP) diffractive elements for optical-interconnect

architectures. Here we report on the potential application of RIP diffractive optical

interconnection elements as determined by our fabrication, evaluation, and modeling of

polycrystalline PLZTf/ITO ceramic electro-optic phase gratings.

Electro-optic materials have been extensively researched and utilized in spatial light

modulator and deflector schemes. Lithium niobate (LiNbO 3) and PLZ f-ceramic

compositions have been investigated in applications as both bulk material modulators and

deflectors as well as epitaxial thin-film integrated optoelectronic structures. Modulator and

deflector schemes are primarily based on birefringence-induced polarization rotation or

various electrode-array-based diffractive effects.

Electro-optic materials are typically utilized in modulation schemes. The electro-

optic properties of the material affect a rotation in the polarization of the incident optical

beam. The beam is introduced to the electro-optic material such that the electric-field

vector is oriented 45 degrees from both the directions of ordinary and extraordinary

refractive indices. This affects a rotation in polarization through the birefringence induced

in the electro-optic material. The electro-optic polarization retation is exploited to produce

an electro-optic modulator by sandwiching the electro-optic material between a pair of

fixed polarizers/analyzers oriented such that their directions of preferred polarization are

crossed (perpendicular), while the orientation of the polarizer is parallel to the electric-field

vector of the incident beam (Figure 1.1). Bulk electro-optic modulators based on this

scheme exhibit stringent requirements regarding the alignment tolerances of the beam and

the polarization orientations. These requirements, in turn, impose limits on the modulator

field of view 1131. Also, large modulator apertures require prohibitively high voltages.

And, due to temperature sensitivity of the electro-optic effect, the rotation schemes require

cooling for stable operation.
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Figure 1. I Typical scheme for electro-optic amplitude modulator.

A number of electro-optic modulator-array-based schemes employing electrode
gratings have been reported utilizing the linear electro-optic effect in LiNbO3. The

majority of the devices operate as waveguide structures to affect an increase in the

interaction length of the electro-optic effect for the purpose of reducing the required
voltages 114-191. The relatively long interaction lengths required suggest waveguide-based

structures are incompatible with integrated optoelectronics as well as being unsuitable for

free-space optical interconnection. A promising diffraction-based modulator employing

LiNbO3 has been reported 1131. The diffraction modulator is operated in a transmissive

mode as a thin optical flat suggesting potential application in free-space architectures. The

voltages required for its operation, however, are in the kilovolts range.

In all these devices, the use of LiNbO3 hampers the device design, fabrication, and
operation that is most compatible with microelectronics. This is due to the crystal's electro-

optic tensor. which requires a certain crystal orientation and alignment, and the crystal's

intrinsic birefringence. IiNbO3's electro-optic tensor limits designs to uniform electric fields

configured so as not to cause rotations of the principle axis of the refractive-index ellipsoid.

as otherwise complex circular polarizations are produced. The material's linear electro-optic

behavior requires larger operating voltages than comparable quadratic electro-optic materials.

The intrinsic birefringence of I.iNbO3 dictates the polarization orientation of optical beams

traveling through it. In addition, liNb03 suffers from optical power limitations due to

optical damage induced by the photorefractive effect.
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Attempts to produce devices that utilize the electro-optic-induced change in a

specific refractive index are less common [20-25]. Reflective electro-optic PLZT gratings

have been reported. The diffractive performance of the gratings, however is poor. Far

better results have been reported for an electro-optic PLZT variable-focal-length lens and

electro-optic PLZT dual-focal-length Fresnel ,ens.

Electro-optic PLZT compositions hold promise for the development of RIP

diffractive elements for optical-interconnect architectures. To demonstrate this potential,

we have designed and fabricated a polycrystalline PLZT/ITO ceramic electro-optic phase-

only grating. The experimental investigation and theoretical analysis of the diffractive

performance of our electro-optic phase grating documents the potential of electro-optical

RIP diffractive optics. Our PLZT electro-optic phase grating demonstrates significant

improvements and advantages in performance over previously-reported bulk modulators

and deflectors that utilize either LiNbO3 or PLZT. In addition, the theoretical model we

develop explains the insignificant diffractive efficiencies reported for previous designs of

PLZT electro-optic diffraction gratings. Our model also suggests polycrystalline PLZT

ceramic electro-optic design principles that would significantly improve the design and

performance of the previously-reported PLZT electro-optic lens structures.

2. Design and Fabrication

The polycrystalline PLZT/ITO ceramic electro-optic phase grating consists of a

transparent indium tin oxide (ITO) interdigital electrode grating fabricated upon a

transparent optically-polished wafer of lead lanthanum zirconate titanate (PLZT) ceramic

(Figure 2.1). Thin films of ITO are applied to PLZT ceramic wafers through magnetron

sputter deposition. The thin films exhibit an 89% transmission for visible frequencies at a

resistivity of 25 Ohms/sq. at a deposition depth of 1450 angstroms. PLZT ceramic

composition determines wafer transparency and the material's electro-optic behavior.

PLZT composition is denoted by a (y/z/l-z) notation, where y is the percentage of lead

sites occupied by lanthanum, and z/l-z is the zirconate-to-titanate ratio in the material.

Lanthanum concentration determines the transparency of the PLZT ceramic. Lanthanum

concentration coupled with the zirconate-titanate ratio determines the electro-optic behavior

of the PLZT ceramic. The polycrystalline PLZT (9.5/65/35) ceramic wafer is of a

4



quadratiu electro-optic composition and exhibits 65 % transmission for visible and infrared

frequencies. PLZT (9.5/65/35) ceramic possesses no intrinsic birefringence and its

electro-optic behavior exhibits no significant hysteresis [26-281. PLZT ceramic wafers of

12.5 mils thickness were cut and polished from dense hot-pressed cylindrical blocks.

Polycrytalline PLZT
Ceramic Wafer

Transparent ITO Electrode

Grating

Figure 2.1 Polycrystalline PLZT/ITO ceramic electro-optic phase grating

The lines and spaces of the ITO electrode grating have a 100 um width for a grating

period of 200 urn. The ITO electrode grating's dimension is one square centimeter. The

ITO electrode grating thin-film pattern can be transferred either through a subtractive

argon-ion sputter etch of the ITO thin film or an additive ITO deposition and lift-off
process. ITO electrode gratings were produced through both processes. The dimensions

of our initial gratings were selected to accommodate meaningful performance comparisons

with previously-reported devices.

The polycrystalline PLZT/ITO ceramic electro-optic phase grating consists of an

intrinsic phase grating due to the transparent ITO electrode grating and an electro-

optically-induced phase grating within the PLZT ceramic wafer produced by the electric

field applied through the ITO electrode grating, Unlike the previously reported electro-

optic grating [20], which fails to demonstrate significant reconfigurable diffractive

efficiency, our design utilizes transparent ITO electrodes to produce a true phase-only

diffraction grating. In addition, the design of previously-reported electro-optic gratings

incorporates a ground plane which establishes applied electric fields normal to the PLZT

wafer surfaces. Our subsequent analysis will show that normal electric fields induce

insignificant index profile grating for both parallel- and perpendicularly-oriented optical

5



plane waves by coupling through the off-diagonal Kerr coefficients of the quadratic electro-

optic tensor. Our polycrystalline PLZT/ITO ceramic electro-optic phase grating, by

correcting these design errors, demonstrates significant reconfigurable phase-grating

diffraction efficiencies.

3. Experimental Results

The performance of the polycrystalline PLZT/ITO ceramic electro-optic phase-

grating is characterized as a potential reconfigurable transmissive and reflective diffractive

element through an examination of the phase grating's Fresnel diffraction pattern under

static applied voltage (Figure3. 1). The PLZT/ITO electro-optic phase grating is mounted

such that the surface of the wafer with the deposited transparent ITO electrode grating

faces the transmitted Fresnel diffraction pattern. All reported transmitted and reflected
Fresnel diffraction patterns correspond to a plane-wave source beam whose electric-field

vector is oriented perpendicular to the digits of the ITO electrode grating. The Fresnel

diffraction patterns corresponding to a plane-wave source beam parallel to the digits of the

ITO electrode grating showed no significant variation under applied voltage from that

produced by the intrinsic ITO electrode phase grating. The electro-optically-induced phase

grating within the PLZT wafer is insignificant for a plane wave source beam with an

electric-field vector oriented parallel to the ITO electrode grating.

6
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Figure 3.1 Experimental setup for recording transmitted and reflected Fresnel
diffraction patterns.

The transmitted Fresnel diffraction pattern of the PLZT/ITO electro-optic phase
grating with zero applied voltage is simply that expected from the intrinsic relief phase grating
due to the transparent ITO electrode grating (Figure 3.2a). The reflected Fresnel diffraction
pattern with zero applied voltage is insignificant and consists essentially of the portion1 of the
source beam reflected according to Fresnel reflection and transmission laws.
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Figure 3.2 Transmitted Fresnel diffraction pattern due to electro-optic
PLZT/ITO phase grating for perpendicular polarization:

a) intrinsic [TO electrode phase grating (i.e., v=OV)

b) v=75V, c) v= 140V, d) v=175V

The transmitted Fresnel diffraction pattern at a sequence of applied voltages
documents a number of features observed in the performance of the PLZT/ITO electro-
optic phase grating (Figure 3.2). First, the intrinsic Fresnel diffraction pattern possesses
only odd higher-order modes. Secondly, the power of the zero-order mode of the pattern
is switched almost entirely into higher-order modes in a continuous manner. Thirdly.
even-order modes •.ppear and continuously increase. Finally, increasing the applied
voltage past the zero-order mode switch-off voltage of 140V results in the return of the
zero-order mode without a decrease in any of the higher-order modes, In fact, the even-
order modes increase still further. The behavior of the higher-order transmitted modes are



more clearly illustrated in a second set of transmitted Fresnel diffraction patterns under the
same sequence of applied voltages (Figure 3.3).

AtrPlied Voltage a OV IApPlied Voltage . 75V
Detector Gan. 1000 jf~ Deirr Gim 1000

S0 MV 50 my

7
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4 77

16

(c) 
(d)

Figure 3.3 Transmitted Fresnel diffraction pattern due to electro-optic PLZT/ITO phase
grating for perpendicular polarization - 2nd and higher order modes:
a) intrinsic ITO electrode phase grating (i.e. ,v=OV)
b) v=:75V, c) v=140V, d) v=175V

The reflected Fresnel diffraction patterns of the PLZT/ITO electro-optic phasegrating for the sequence of applied voltages illustrate some interesting behrvior (Figure

9



3.4, 3.5). Even and odd higher-order modes appear and continuously increase up to the

transmitted zero-order mode switch-off voltage of 140V. Subsequent increases in applied

voltage past 140V result in the increase of even-order modes and the decrease of odd-order

modes. The reflected first-order mode can be switched on and off at 140V and 175V

respectively. The decrease in reflected even-order modes past the transmitted zero-order
mode switch-off voltage supplies the power for the transmitted zero-order mode's increase

past 140V.

45OmnV

Wied Valgo i4av
Walctor Gain . I OW

50 mV
Idly

L 2 13 4 ft 5 *

-50 mV

450 mV
0

Pplie Voltage . 175V/

electorGauinl . 000

50 my

2

(b)

Figure 3.4 Reflected Fresnel diffraction pattern due to electro-optic

PLZT/ITO phase grating for perpendicular polarization

a) v= 140N', b) v=175V
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Figure 3.5 Reflected Fresnel diffraction pattern due to electro-optic PLZT/I TO

phase grating for perpendicular polarization - 2nd and higher-order

modes: a) v=14OV, b) v= 175V

As expected in utilizing quadratic PLT (9.5/65/35) ceramic in the electro-optic

phase grating, the lack of hysteresis resulted in no observable residual induced phase
grating. The reflected and transmitted Fresnel diffraction patterns observed under the

sequence of applied voltages were repeatable.
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4. Theoretical Model

"rhe polycrystalline PLZT/ITO phase-only diffraction grating previously described

an i experimentally characterized can be modeled as the superposition of an intrinsic and

static phase grating due to the periodic transparent ITO electrode grating and an electro-

optically induced and configurable phase grating due to the quadratic electro-optic response

of the polycrystalline PLZT ceramic wafer. The ITO electrode grating impresses a

periodic electric field distribution within the dielectric PLZT wafer resulting in a period
distribution of the refractive index in the PLZT wafer due to the Kerr coefficients of the

polycrystalline PLZT ceramic. The electro-optically induced refractive index grating
within the transparent PLZT ceramic wafer constitutes a configurable phase grating.

Transparent ITO Electrodes b/4 b/2 3b/40 b/b/ 3/

E-Fie Andex Ellipsoids

.Y, Polycrstalline PUT Wafer

Y* EIL E.

Figure 4.1 Cross section of electro-optic PLZT/ITO Phase grating.

The periodic structure of the transparent ITO electrode grating fabricated upon the

PLZT ceramic wafer allows the calculation of the periodic electric field impressed within
the PLZT wafer as a closed-form solution to a simple boundary-value problem in the
electric potential (Figure 4.1). The solution for the electric potential can be expressed as a

period sum.

V(x,y)= XBmsin( )e-m Y / b (4.1)
m=l b
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The potential is assumed to satisfy an ideal linear boundary condition.

vx/ 2
0 _< x mod(2b)• h / 4b/4

v
S_/4 x mod(2b)•< 3b / 4- 2

v v/2 3bVo(x,O) = -- )(X - -) 3b / 4•5 x mod(2h) < 5b / 4 (4.2)
2 b/4 4
- 5b / 4 <_ x mod(2b) !5 7h / 4

2
v v/2 7h
-- (---4 )(X --4) 7b / 4• xmod(2b)• 2b

The coefficients of the periodic sum are computed as sine transforms.

I2b .M
Bm = 1 Vo0(x,O)sin(_)dx (4.3)

b 0 b

The electric field is computed as the gradient of the electric potential.

E=-VV (4.4a)

Smlr mrtx

Ex(xy)=- YBm(_ )cos(_ )e-mY /h (4.4b)
m=l hh

M b b

E(x,y) = E2(x,y)+ E2 (x,y) (4.4d)

The polycrystalline PLZT (9.5/65/35) ceramic wafer is of a quadratic electro-optic

composition. PLZT (9.5/65/35) ceramic under an applied electric field exhibits a

transition from an optically-isotropic cubic phase to a rhombohedral or tetragonal

ferroelectric phase with a quadratic optical anisotropy. The induced quadratic optical

anisotropy is uniaxial with the optical axis oriented parallel to the applied electric field [26-

28]. The electro-optic analysis of the induced phase grating within the PLZT ceramic

13



wafer is most conveniently conducted utilizing the ccnception and notation of the index

ellipsoid 129-301.

-X,-

Figure 4.2 Index ellipsoid for PLZT ceramic.

The index ellipsoid for a uniaxial crystal is an ellipse of revolution that

characterizes the refractive index experience by an arbitrary optical plane wave in an

electro-optic material. (Figure 4.2). For each location within the PLZT ceramic wafer
specified through a physical coordi nate system, the equation of the index ellipsoid under an

applied electric field can be represented in the principle coordinate system of the PLZT

ceramic. The principle coordinate system for an electro-optic material corresponds to the

orthogonal directions for which the electric-field vector and the electric-flux-density veztor

of an optical plane wave are parallel.

I I I I I I
2 2-" )x,' 2 +( 2 )y' 2 +( 2 )Z 2+( 2 )yz+( )z'x'+(2 )x'y'=In I (x, y) n2 (x, y) n 3 (x, y) n4 (x, y) n 5(x,y) n 6(x,y)

(4.5a)

In general, the application of an electric field changes the dimensions and

orientation of the index ellipsoid from its unperturbed state. With zero applied electric
field the index ellipsoid represented in the principle coordinate system specifies the

14



refractive index experienced by a plane optical wave with its electric-field vector oriented

parallel to one of the principle axes of the ellipsoid.1 1 ) 1 )~
(n221 ) f, (xy))Y2 +n(xy) -(4.5b)

The isotropic nature of quadratic PLZT (9.5/65/35) allows the principle axes of the

index ellipsoid to correspond to the physical coordinate system of the wafer.

( •2y)X 2 j-( )y 2 +(-, )2( I )yz+( I )zx+(-I )xy=(X ) n, (X, y) n (x, y) n 2(X,Y))Y +n 2(X, Y) n2(V

(4.6a)

The lack of intrinsic birefringence in PLZT (9.5/65/35) makes the unperturbed

index ellipsoid particularly simple.

(n10-•) x 2 + (-I 0)y2 + (- o Z2 =(4.6b)

1 I 1 (4. 6c)n0 0 0f(x,y)

21 )l - _ I (.6c

(n2 (x-y),E=O n (x,y) n-

(4.6d)

(21 )E _ 0 =

(4.6e)

( ) =) =( ) =0 (4.6f)
n4,(X, Y) E 0 n,(X, Y) E=0 n6 (xEy)0 E=0 E=0

15



The characterization of the refractive index experienced by an arbitrary optical

plane wave under an applied electric field is accomplished by determining a coordinate

system that reduces the perturbed index ellipsoid to a form possessing no cross terms.

2 )x"2+( 21 )x I2+(f') + (4.7)
nI,,(x'y) n (xy) n•,,(x..'• )

In general, a non-trivial eigenvalue and eigenfunction computation is required to

determine the coordinate system of the reduced form, however, for PLZT (9.5/65/35)

ceramic the computation of the physical situation is considerably simplified. The electro-

optically induced perturbation in the index ellipsoid of PLZT (9.5/65/35) is characterized

by an isotropic quadratic electro-optic tensor equation.

n2 (xy) I
2R RI 2  0 0 0

n2 (X'Y) 2 R1 12 R1 2  0 0 0 2(X..V)

( R 12 R1 2 R1 1  0 0 0 E 2 (x.
2 1v)

n (x,y) 3 0 0 0 -(RII- R1 2 ) 0 0 E.2 (X.
I 2 A

( EV(x. y) Ez (x,)
n2(x~y) 4 0 0 0 0 -- (R 11 - R1 2 ) 0 EOrVY) Ex(xy)

E I (., ) Ey (x, .v)
A( ) 0 0 0 0 0 -(RII- R1 2 )

n2 (xY) 5 2

A(-)
Sn2(x'Y) 6,

(4.8a)

The optical axis of the uniaxial phase of PLZT (9.5/65/35) under an applied electric

field is oriented parallel to the electric field. The coordinate system of the reduced form of

the index ellipsoid corresponds to an orthogonal coordinate system oriented so that one of

the axes is parallel to the applied electric field. The perturbations to the refractive index

under the applied electric field are then simply represented.
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A(
n2(x,y) l RI R1

A(• 2 Rl2 [E2(XY) (4.8b)
n(x, Y) 2 R2

l )

n (xY) 3

I 1 2 + RI I E 2 (xy) = (-I )+ R IE 2 (x,y) (4.9a)

(n2,,(xy) n2(x,y)

(nR2,,(xy))=( 2( xy))+R2E 2 (x,) =( I)+ Rl2E 2 (x,y) (4.9b)

Y 0

1))+ Rl 2E 2 (x,Y)=()+RI2E2 (x~y) (4.9c)
2 xy) n2()+RI2E xy

The reduced form of the index ellipsoid is acquired without an eigenvalue and

eigenfunction computation. The major axis of the reduced index ellipsoid coincides with

the electric-field vector and the remaining axis can be chosen flexibly as any two

orthogonal directions in the plane normal to the major axis of the index ellipsoid.

I-)+ RI 1 E2(xy) x" 2 + I I+ R12E2(xY),,2 + ý('_)Rl2 E2(xýy) z, 2

(4.10)

The refractive index along these axes may be computed.

nx'(X,Y) = no--In3 RI1E 2 (x.y) (4.1la)

ny' (xy) = no - I n3 R12 E2 (Rx,y) (4.1 lb)
2[ 7
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nz'(x,y) = no - -n3 R12 E 2 (x,Y) (4.1 lc)

Ordinary and extraodinary refractive indexes for the uniaxial phase may be defined.

ne'(X,Y) = nx' (x,y) (4.12a)

no'(X,Y) = nfy'(x,y) = nz'(x,y) (4.12b)

ne1(xY) = no-n3RI E 2 (x,y) (4.12c)

no,(xy) = no- In3R12E 2 (x,y) (4.12d)no(XY)= o-2 0

"Finally, the refractive index for the parallel and perpendicular optical plane-wave

orientations considered in experimentally characterizing and computationally simulating the

electro-optically induced PLZT ceramic phase grating are computed.

n,1(x,y) = no,(.r,y) (4.13a)

n1 (x,y) =ne"(x,y,O (x,y)) (4.13b)

1 cos2 (0 (x,y))+ sin 2 (0 (x,y)) (4.13c)

n2,,(O (x,y)) n2,(x,y) n2,(x,y)

Having computed the refractive index profile induced electro-optically within the

transparent PLZT ceramic wafer, the phase delays experienced by parallel- and

perpendicularly-oriented optical plane waves due to the intrinsic ITO electrode grating and

the induced refractive index grating profile within the PLZT wafer can be expressed.
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d plzt

A4 ii(x)= Jn1 1(x,y)dy (4.14a)
0

dP1zt
A4, (x)= fnj(x,y)dy (4.14b)

0

nairdiTo 0O<x:<b/4
A4O1 T0(x)= niTodi7o b/4•<x•<3b/4 (4.14c)

LnairdIro 3b/4•< x<b

The optical plane waves emerging from the electro-optic PLZT/ITO phase grating

are expressed in terms of the computed phase delays.

27t
E,,(x) =,ce-J --n[AO 1 (x)+Ao ,To(x)] (4.15a)

E±,(x)ce-y ), 10 x±4IT~) (4.15b)

E,To(x)=ce-Ji2[AO To(x)] (4.15c)

The far-field diffraction pattern induced by the electro-optic PLZT/ITO phase

grating is computed as a Fourier transform of the PLZT/ITO phase grating's illuminated

aperture.

E FAR (X) ikXx/
E fEToeý jdx (4.16a)

-L

L
E "AR(X) JE= I ejkXx / R dx (4.16b)

-L
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E7 R(X)- = fEe' Ax (4.16c)
-L

5. Simulation Results

The theoretical model characterizing the transmitted Fresnel diffraction patterns of

the polycrystalline PLZT/ITO ceramic electro-optic phase grating under the sequence of

applied voltages was implemented. The simulation results obtained agree with the

experimentally-recorded Fresnel diffraction patterns corresponding to a plane-wave source

beam with an electric-field vector oriented perpendicular to the ITO electrode grating.

With zero applied voltage, the simulation computes the Fresnel diffraction pattern due to

the intrinsic transparent ITO electrode phase grating (Figure 5.1). Simulation results

featured in Figure 5.2 of Fresnel diffraction patterns at applied voltages confirm the mode

features displayed by the experinientally-recorded diffraction patterns. The simulation

confirms a zero mode switch-off voltage of 140V. Simulation results featured in Figure

5.3 for higher-order modes in the Fresnel diffraction patterns under applied voltage

confirm the behavior illustrated in the experimentally-recorded higher-order mode

diffraction patterns.

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2 -L

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

Figure 5.1 Transmitted Fresnel diffraction pattern due to intrinsic ITO electrode

phase grating
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Figure 5.2 Transmitted Fresnel diffraction pattern due to induced electro-optic

PLZT/ITO phase grating for perpendicular polarization

a) v=75V, b) VvlOOV, c) v= 140V, d) v= 175V.
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Figure 5.3 Transmitted Fresnel diffraction pattern due to induced electro-optic PLZT/ITO

phase grating for perpendicular polarization - 2nd-and higher-order modes:

a) intrinsic ITO electrode phase grating (i.e., v =OV)

b) v=75V. c) v= 100V, d) v= 140V, e) v-= 175V.
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The simulation results of the Fresnel diffraction patterns corresponding to a plane-

wave source beam with an electric-field vector oriented parallel to the ITO electrode

grating confirm the insignificance of the contribution of the electro-optically induced phase

grating within the PLZT wafer to the Fresnel diffraction pattern experimentally observed

for a parallel orientation (Figure 5.4). The simulation results illustrate the dominance of

the diagonal Kerr coefficients in establishing electro-optically-induced diffraction patterns.

The diagonal Kerr coefficients are responsible for the diffraction efficiency documented for

the optical beams with perpendicular polarization while the off-diagonal Kerr coefficients

determine the diffraction patterns seen for the optical beams with parallel polarization.

The simulation results confirm the experimental observation that coupling the electric field

through the diagonal Kerr coefficients is preferable in the design of electro-optically

reconfigurable index profile elements. The use of ground planes in previously reported

electro-optic diffractive devices tends to produce fields normal to the PLZT wafer surface

and as such promotes electric field coupling through the less efficient off-diagonal Kerr

coefficients of the quadratic electro-optic tensor. The elimination of ground planes and the

use of transparent electrodes should dramatically improve the performance of the

previously reported electro-optic PLZT ceramic diffraction devices.

The polycrystalline PLZT/ITO ceramic electro-optic phase grating preserves the

polarization of the incident optical plane wave, but its electro-optic reconfiguration is

polarization sensitive. The polarization sensitivity of the electro-optic PLZT/ITO phase

grating coupled with the on/off switching of the zero-order transmitted mode can be

utilized to produce a continuously variable polarization filter.
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Figure 5.4 Transmitted Fresnel diffraction pattern due to induced electro-optic PLZT/ITO

phase grating for parallel polarization :

a) v=75V, b) v= 100V, c) v=140V, d) v= 175V.

The typical relative magnitudes of the boundary-value coeffiL ,..nts ire illustrated by

those computed for simulation of an applied voltage of 140V (Figure 5.5). The steep,

monotonic decline in the magnitude of the boundary coefficients and the relatively simple

index ellipsoid manipulations inherent to the quadratic PLZT electro-optic tensor allow for

accurate and tractable device simulation in the design of electro-optically reconfigurable

index profile diffractive elements. The intrinsic optical isotropy of quadratic PLZT

ceramic increases flexibility in device design and simplifies the fabrication process relative

to intrinsically birefringent electro-optic materials with electro-optic tensors that induce

complicated index ellipsoid orientations and device layout constraints such as lithium

niobate.
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Figure 5.5 Computed boundary coefficients for v= 140V.

The typical profile of the components of the applied electric field within the PLZT

ceramic wafer are illustrated by those computed for the simulation of an applied voltage of

140V (Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6 Computed electric fields in PLZT ceramic wafer:

a) magnitude of x - component

b) magnitde of y - component.
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The phase delays experienced by parallel- and perpendicularly-oriented optical

plane waves are illustrated for the sequence of applied voltages utilized in the
experimentally-recorded Fresnel diffraction patterns (Figure 5.7).

-7
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Figure 5.7 Phase delay due to induced PLZT/ITO phase grating for

a) intrinsic ITO electrode phase grating (i.e., v=OV) ;

parallel polarization : b) v=75V, c) v= 100V, d) v= 140V, e) v= 175V;

perpendicular polarization: ) v =75V, g) v = IOOV, h) v = 140V, i)v= 175V.

Simulations of the Fresnel diffraction patterns under the sequence of applied
voltages for an optical plane wave oriented perpendicular to the ITO electrode grating were

corrected to eliminate the contribution of the intrinsic ITO electrode phase grating to the

diffraction patterns (Figure 5.8). The electro-optically induced phase grating for

perpendicular orientation exhibited diffraction patterns in the same order of magnitude as

that produced by the intrinsic ITO electrode phase grating. Refractive index compensating

thin films could be utilized to produce reconfigurable index profile diffractive elements

which possess an intrinsically-uniform refractive index profile thereby eliminating intrinsic

diffraction miodes.
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Figure 5.8 Transmitted Fresnel diffraction pattern due to induced electro-optic PLZT/ITO

phase grating for perpendicular polarization - compensated for intrinsic ITO

electrode phase grating : a) v=75V, b) v= 100V, c) v= 140V, d) v= 175V.

6. Conclusions

The experimental evaluation and model simulation of our polycrystalline PLZT/ITO

ceramic electro-optic phase grating demonstrates the performance improvements and

advantages of our design. The utilization of quadratic PLZT compositions reduces the

required driving voltages compared to linear electro-optic materials. The 100% modulation

voltage for the zeroeth diffraction mode is significantly lower than reported values for all

previous non-waveguide-based devices utilizing lithium niobate or PLZT electro-optic

materials. Transparent ITO electrodes produce a phase-only grating that can be operated in

either transmissive or reflective mode. The electro-optic tensor is intrinsically isotropic and

so provides fabrication and alignment flexibility over lithium niobate. PLZT is intrinsically

non-birefringent and so allows for flexible orientation of incident beam polarization. In
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addition, PLZT ceramics exhibit minimal photorefractive optical damage. The device

possesses a large angle of incidence, and large apertures are conveniently produced.

The experimental confirmation of our theoretical model implies some basic rules for

the design and fabrication of electro-optic diffractive devices based on quadratic PLZT

ceramic. First, the structure of the device should be such that the electric fields are coupled

through the diagonal Kerr coefficients to produce the most efficient index profile variations.

Second, design and fabrication of the structure should be guided by the requisite parallel

orientation of the optical beam polarization and the electric field.

Microelectronic architectures and fabrication processes are utilizing electro-optic

PLZT based devices. Epitaxial PLZT thin-film, total-internal-reflection (TIR) switches that

operate at voltages compatible with microelectronics have been reported [22]. The PLZT

TIR switch as well as waveguide-based lithium-niobate diffractive schemes [31] suggests

promising performance and applications for PLZT ceramic diffractive devices in waveguide-

based optical-interconnection architectures. PLZT modulator-based free-space optical

interconnects and processing has been extensively implemented and evaluated in the context

of smart pixel integrated optoelectronics [32-37]. The PLZT modulators are operated in

transmissive and reflective modes within the architecture. A natural extension to the smart

pixel optoelectronic architecture would be to incorporate deflection- and/or scanning-

interconnect elements to implement optical pathways and facilitate post-fabrication

alignment and failure recovery. PLZT/ITO electro-optically reconfigurable index profile

diffractive structures provide promising candidates for the micro-optic deflection and/or

scanning elements. Scaling investigations of the polycrystalline PLZT/ITO electro-optic

phase grating are underway. We are also investigating the utility of other PLZT/ITO electro-

optic diffractive structures as possible micro-optic reconfigurable index profile elements for

optical-interconnection architectures.
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